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ABSTRACT: Solid-state quantum emitters play a critical role in the
application of quantum information technology. Quantum emitters with
high brightness at room temperature can be realized in hBN, and it has
become a current research hotspot. However, much of the research up to
now only produced quantum emitters at the edges and wrinkles of hBN,
which tremendously limited the usage of the quantum emitters. In this
work, heavy ions irradiation methods were employed to produce high-
quality quantum emitters in the middle region of the hBN sample. The
quantum emitter production engineering via heavy ions irradiation was
systematically investigated. The dependence of irradiated ion type, energy,
and fluence, as well as the thickness of the hBN flakes, on the production
efficiency of the hBN quantum emitters were analyzed in detail. The
characteristics of luminescence of quantum emitters, such as second-order
correlation function g(2)(τ), stability, polarization, and saturation, were all compared with different irradiation conditions. In
addition, based on the wavelength statistical results of quantum emitters in hBN, the transition energies of various intrinsic point
defects in hBN were studied through first-principles calculations to reveal the originations of luminescence. The calculation results
indicated that the VN, VB, and Bi point defects were possible candidates of the quantum emitter centers. Overall, in this study,
according to experimental characterizations, heavy ion irradiation should be an efficient method to produce stable, ultrabright, highly
linearly polarized quantum emitters in hBN flakes.
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The application of high-quality solid-state single-photon
sources in quantum communication and quantum

information fields is extremely important.1,2 Some methods
have been developed to realize quantum emission in solid
materials, including GaAs-based quantum dots, carbon nano-
tubes, point defects in Diamond, and SiC.3−8 In recent years,
the boosted two-dimensional (2D) materials have attracted
major attention across multiple fields of nanoscale science and
technology.9 Some literature reported that quantum emitters
could be realized in 2D WSe2, which has high extraction
efficiency and is easy to be integrated into photoelectronic
devices, but it can only be operated at low temperatures.10−13

To overcome the operation temperature, the generation of
quantum emitters in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is
attractive because of its chemical and thermal stability,
especially its high brightness at room temperature.14 The
band gap of hBN is about 6 eV, and the reported zero-phonon
lines (ZPLs) of quantum emitters in hBN at room temperature
have a broad range that can span from near-infrared to the
visible spectrum range (about 1.6−2.2 eV), even to the
ultraviolet range (about 4.1 eV).14−16

To take advantage of 2D materials of easy integration with
cavities and photonic waveguides, activation methods of
quantum emitters deserve to be developed.17−21 Recent
studies have proved that quantum emitters can be generated
by chemical etching, ion implantation, focused laser irradiation,
argon plasma etching, focused ion beam, and other methods in
2D hBN.9,22−24 However, quantum emitters created by these
methods were mainly located at the edge or wrinkle of 2D
hBN flakes,9 which greatly limited the applications of quantum
emitters. To solve this problem, some literature reported that
quantum emitters could be generated in the middle region of
hBN flakes by using high-energy electron beam irradiation and
fast neutron irradiation.25,26 The irradiated electrons and
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neutrons could effectively transfer a large part of the kinetic
energies to B or N atoms and directly form atomic
displacements,26−28 which can produce point defects related
to quantum emitters in the middle region of hBN flakes rather
than just depending on intrinsic defects or dangling bonds at
flake edges and grain boundaries in hBN.26 Radiation damage
can be divided into ionizing radiation damage and nonionizing
radiation damage. Ionizing radiation damage means that
incident ions generate a large number of electron−hole pairs
in the semiconductor, which seriously affects its electrical
properties. Nonionizing radiation damage refers to the
collision of incident ions with lattice atoms, resulting in
defects in the material.29 However, due to the low nonionizing
radiation damage of high-energy electrons and neutrons, the
production efficiency and the quality of quantum emitters in
hBN, such as luminescence purity, become the main factors to
restrict the application of these quantum emitters.
To the best of our knowledge, high-energy heavy ions have

larger nonionizing radiation damage ability than light particles,
which should be better candidates to generate quantum
emitters in hBN samples by irradiation. Therefore, in this
work, high-energy Ta or Ge heavy ions were employed to
create quantum emitters in hBN. The best engineering
conditions and parameters for generating quantum emitters
in hBN, such as the radiation fluence, the thickness of hBN
flake, the producing position, the wavelength distribution, and
quality of quantum emitter, were systematic investigated and
compared. Moreover, the first-principles calculation was used
to explore the microscopic origination of the quantum emitters
in hBN induced by the heavy ion irradiation method.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The hBN bulk material was made by the chemical vapor
deposition method. The layered hBN samples were first
exfoliated from bulk hBN by mechanical exfoliation method,
and then transferred onto Si/SiO2 substrates with an area of 1
× 1 cm2. The optical image of a typical hBN flake on Si/SiO2 is
shown in Figure 1a. These hBN samples were annealed in a

furnace with 1 Torr argon atmosphere for stability. The
annealing temperature of hBN increased from 20 to 850 °C in
60 min, maintaining about 60 min, and then reduced to 20 °C
during 480 min. The heavy ion irradiation experiments were
realized in an ion accelerator with a vacuum chamber at room
temperature. Half of the hBN samples were irradiated by a Ta
ion with an energy of 1907 MeV, and the other samples were
irradiated by a Ge ion with an energy of 208 MeV. The
fluences of the Ta ion were set to be 5 × 107, 1 × 108, and 1 ×
109 ions/cm2, and the fluences of the Ge ion were set to be 1 ×
108, 1 × 109, and 1 × 1010 ions/cm2, respectively. Both Ta and

Ge ion beams were sent vertically to hBN samples. The
schematic diagram of the high-energy ion irradiation experi-
ment is shown in Figure 1b.
Based on SRIM software simulation, the penetration depths

of Ta ions and Ge ions in hBN are 98 and 26 μm, respectively.
Ta or Ge ions had enough energy to penetrate the whole hBN
flakes so that no doping effect was considered in this study.
The thickness of hBN flakes was measured by an atomic force
microscope (AFM). Photoluminescence (PL) mapping was
carried out by a WITec confocal Raman fluorescence
spectrometer to search the position of quantum emitters and
characterize their properties in irradiated 2D hBN samples.
The excitation wavelength was chosen as 473 nm, which could
realize PL and Raman characterization in the visible light
spectrum range. The excitation polarization of the quantum
emitter was controlled using a half-wave plate, which was
placed in the incident light path. Moreover, a laser power
meter was installed in the incident light path to characterize
the change of PL with excitation power (characterizing the
fluorescence saturation behavior). To prove the quantum
characteristics of the defect’s luminescence, a Hanbury Brown
and Twiss (HBT) interferometer was used to record the
second-order correlation function g(2)(τ) of PL. In particular,
the collected PL was split by a 50:50 beam splitter and then
detected by two single-photon detectors through time-
correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) technique.
g(2)(τ) can be determined by calculating the coincidences at
different time delays (τ) between two detectors. For an ideal
N-photon source, g(2)(0) = 1 − 1/N. Thus, the condition,
g(2)(0) < 0.5, is generally defined as the criterion of a quantum
emitter (a single-photon source).
Before heavy ion irradiation, original hBN thin films were

annealed and characterized by PL mapping. No significant PL
intensities can be determined, indicating the high crystalline
quality of the original hBN. Therefore, all the quantum
emitters observed in this study should be produced by heavy
ion irradiation.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the typical PL spectra of quantum emitters in
2D hBN samples induced by high-energy Ta and Ge ions
irradiation. Figure 2a−c corresponds to the Ta ion fluences of
5 × 107, 1 × 108, and 1 × 109 ions/cm2, while Figure 2d−f
corresponds to the Ge ion fluences of 1 × 108, 1 × 109, and 1 ×
1010 ions/cm2, respectively. The inset in each figure is the
image of PL-mapping of hBN flakes, and the green circle
represents the location of the PL spectrum. The typical PL
spectra induced by heavy ions are almost the same as
previously reported in the literature.14,30−34 Most spectra
show a clear ZPL and a broad shoulder peak, which is called
phonon sideband (PSB). ZPL is defined as the direct transition
energy between energy bands when no phonons are involved.
On the contrary, PSB refers to the participation of phonons in
the transition process. Based on the statistics of the energy gap
between ZPL and PSB, the results indicate that the energy
interval are mostly around 163 and 186 meV (see Supporting
Information, S1), which may be consistent with the energy of
transverse optical phonons and longitudinal optical phonons,
respectively.35−39 In addition, for both Ta and Ge ions
irradiation, it is interesting to note in Figure 2 that the
background noise of the PL spectrum becomes larger as
irradiation ion fluence increases.

Figure 1. (a) Optical image of the typical hBN flake. (b) Schematic
diagram of 2D-hBN with Ta or Ge ions irradiation.
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To obtain the best engineering conditions via the heavy ion
irradiation method, the numbers of quantum emitters in hBN
flakes generated by heavy ions are statistically analyzed. The
influence of heavy-ion type, irradiated ion fluence, and the
thickness of hBN films on the production efficiency and
production position of the quantum emitters is studied in
detail.
Table 1 shows the number of quantum emitters produced

under different Ta and Ge ion fluences and the scanning area

of PL-mapping. In this study, the production efficiency of
quantum emitters is defined as the number of quantum
emitters generated in hBN flakes divided by the area of PL
mapping. From Table 1, based on the ion fluence splits, it is
clear to see that both Ta and Ge ion irradiations follow similar
variation trends of production efficiency, that is, the
production efficiency first increases with ion fluence and
reaches a maximum value, then decreases with further ion
fluence increases. The maximum production efficiency of
0.0213 counts/μm2 can be obtained when hBN exposed to Ta
ions with a fluence of 1 × 108 ions/cm2, which is much larger
than 0.0117 counts/μm2 with the optimal irradiation fluence of
Ge ions of 1 × 108 ions/cm2. This phenomenon indicates that
the higher energy of irradiated ions is beneficial to quantum
emitter production.

The nonmonotonic variation of production efficiency with
ion irradiation fluence in Table 1 can be explained by the
irradiation-induced atom displacement damage effect. For Ta
ions, when the ion fluence was 5 × 107 ions/cm2, the
crystalline defects started to come out in hBN, but atom
displacement damage of Ta was insufficient, thus the number
of point defects related to quantum emitters increased as ion
fluence increasing. When ion fluence reached 1 × 108 ions/
cm2, the production efficiency rose to its maximum value
(based on the three ion fluence splits in this study). For the Ta
ion fluence of 1 × 109 ions/cm2, too many defects were
generated, resulting in a short distance between the point
defects, which seriously affects the quantum performance of
the quantum emitter, as reported in the literature.40 Moreover,
it may form a very large defect structure, so that defect
luminescence becomes classic luminescence. As a result, the
production efficiency sharply decreased under high fluence.
Because the atom displacement damage capacity of Ge ion is
weaker than Ta ions, the production efficiency of quantum
emitters by Ge ion irradiation at the same fluence is lower than
that by Ta ions. This conclusion is consistent with the results
reported in the literature,41 which pointed out that the
existence of luminescence point defects at low enough density
can enable a few quantum emitters to be isolated and be stable
at room temperature.
Besides irradiated ion type, energy, and fluence, the

thickness of 2D hBN flake is another critical parameter to
the production efficiency of quantum emitters. Based on the
PL mapping analysis, the influences of 2D hBN flake thickness
on the production efficiency of quantum emitters were also
analyzed and compared. Figure 3 shows the images of the hBN
flakes that are most likely to generate quantum emitters under
the different fluence of Ta and Ge ions. The accurate thickness
of each hBN flake was measured by AFM, and these
thicknesses are also marked in Figure 3. The statistical results
indicate that for Ta ion with a fluence of 5 × 107 ions/cm2, the
4 nm thick hBN flake has the highest production efficiency of
quantum emitters. For Ta ions with the fluence of 1 × 108

Figure 2. Typical PL spectrum of quantum emitters extracted from samples irradiated by Ta and Ge ions, and ion fluences are marked in each
figure. The inset is the PL-mapping scan result of the 2D hBN flake, and the green circle represents the position of the quantum emitters. For the
PL-mapping scan, the experimental test was performed at room temperature with 473 nm continuous wave excitation. All spectra were collected at
a laser pumping power of 7 mW and an integration time of 1 s.

Table 1. Statistical Number and Production Efficiency of
Quantum Emitters in 2D hBN under Different Irradiated
Ion Types and Fluences

fluence
(ions/cm2)

No. of quantum
emitters (counts)

area of PL
mapping
(μm2)

production
efficiency

(counts/μm2)

Ta
ion

5 × 107 13 2374 0.0055
1 × 108 32 1499 0.0213
1 × 109 20 4224 0.0047

Ge
ion

1 × 108 9 1220 0.0074
1 × 109 21 1788 0.0117
1 × 1010 9 1635 0.0055
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ions/cm2, optimal thickness for the highest production
efficiency increases to 8 nm, while for ion fluence of 1 × 109

ions/cm2, the thickness continuously increases to 31 nm. The
trend of Ge ion is similar to Ta ion. In detail, 7, 35, and 50 nm
are the best thicknesses for production efficiency of quantum
emitters under the Ge ion fluence of 1 × 108, 1 × 109, and 1 ×
1010 ions/cm2, respectively. This analysis reveals that the
optimal thickness of 2D hBN for production efficiency of
quantum emitters increases with the fluences of both Ta and
Ge ions.
It is reported in the literature that the damage threshold of

graphene under irradiation increased with the number of
layers.42 Therefore, we speculate that the interaction between
layers in 2D hBN flake plays a crucial role to influence the
point defect generation due to heavy ion irradiation. To further
investigate the relationship between production efficiency of
quantum emitters and layer thickness, in general, the
integrated intensity ratio of defect peak to intrinsic peak in
graphene Raman spectrum is mainly used to characterize the
damage intensity of graphene samples under irradiation.42,43

Since hBN is a graphene-like structure, this method should be
also applicable to characterize the hBN samples.
Raman characterization was performed on the original hBN

flake (2 nm) and irradiated hBN flakes with different typical

thicknesses (2, 5, 9, 18, and 30 nm). hBN flakes under Ta ion
irradiation with a fluence of 1 × 109 ions/cm2 were selected in
Raman measurements. The Raman spectra are shown in Figure
4a. The intrinsic Raman peak of Si at 520 cm−1, SiO2 related
Raman peak at 970 cm−1, and intrinsic Raman peak of hBN at
1369 cm−1 are all clearly shown.44−46 It is clear to see that
additional Raman peaks at 1609 cm−1 (marked as Defect)
appear in hBN flakes after exposure to Ta ion irradiation with a
fluence of 1 × 109 ions/cm2. Therefore, the Raman peak at
1609 cm−1 in this study can be attributed to a defect-related
peak caused by irradiation. To further observe and study the
relationship between the defect peak and the thickness of the
hBN flakes more clearly, a partial enlargement of the defect
peak and hBN peak is shown in Figure 4b. The integrated
intensity ratio of the hBN defect Raman peak to hBN intrinsic
Raman peak was calculated to characterize the strength of hBN
samples damaged, and the relationship between the ratio value
and the thickness of hBN is shown in Figure 4c. The
experimental results indicate that the thinner hBN flakes are
more susceptible to damage, and the atom displacement
damage effect induced by irradiation becomes weakened as the
hBN thickness increases. Most of the hBN flakes appear to
have similar trends, but there are also some exceptions in this
study (more detailed statistics in Supporting Information, S2).

Figure 3. Optical image of hBN flakes with the best production efficiency under different ion types and ion fluences. (a), (b), and (c) are the
images of hBN flakes under Ta ion irradiation with the fluences of 5 × 107, 1 × 108, and 1 × 109 ions/cm2. (d), (e), and (f) are the images of hBN
flakes with Ge ions irradiation under the fluences of 1 × 108, 1 × 109, and 1 × 1010 ions/cm2. The areas marked by the red dotted line are the
measured areas in some slices. The irradiation fluence and thickness of each hBN flake are marked below the picture.

Figure 4. (a) Raman spectra of the original 2 nm hBN and irradiated hBN flakes with different typical thicknesses. The irradiation fluence was
chosen to be 1 × 109 ions/cm2. All spectra were collected at a pumping laser power of 9 mW and integrated 10 s. (b) Partially magnified hBN
Raman peak and defect peak in (a). (c) The integrated intensity ratio of the defect peak to intrinsic peak as a function of the hBN thickness after
irradiation.
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Some literature reported that both the interlayer binding
energy and the exfoliation energy could be enhanced as the
number of layers of 2D material increased, since the interaction
force between layers became larger with the number of layers
increasing.47,48 According to the theory above and the Raman
data analysis, the relationship between the optimal thickness of
hBN for the quantum emitter and irradiated ion fluence could
be explained as follows. Certain ion fluence has a
corresponding optimal hBN thickness. Below the optimal
thickness, due to the less interaction between layers in the 2D
hBN flake, the atom displacement damages are too severe, and
isolated fluorescent point defects are destroyed, resulting in a
reduction in the production efficiency of quantum emitters.
Above the optimal thickness, the atom displacement damage
effect is suppressed due to the enhancement of the interaction
between layers in the 2D hBN flake, such as interlayer binding
energy and exfoliation energy. Only for the hBN with optimal
thickness, there is a balance between the displacement damage

and the layer interaction, and the number of point defects
associated with the quantum emitters can reach its maximum.
This is the reason for the existent of an optimal thickness for
quantum emitters under certain ion fluence and the increase of
optimal thickness as ion fluence increasing.
Electrical pumped quantum emitters operating at room

temperature are necessary for actual applications. However,
most quantum emitters in 2D hBN created by other methods
located at the edge or wrinkle of hBN flakes,9 which greatly
limited the heterogeneous integration to realize electrical
pumping. In this study, heavy ions can transfer their energy
and momentum to B or N atoms in hBN through the atomic
displacement effect, which can effectively generate point
defects in the middle region of hBN flakes. Therefore, the
location of quantum emitters in hBN flakes induced by Ta and
Ge ions irradiation is investigated.
Figure 5a shows the location of quantum emitters in 4 nm

hBN exposed to Ta ions irradiation with a fluence of 5 × 107

Figure 5. (a) Typical image of location of quantum emitters in hBN, and the green circles represent the locations of quantum emitters. 2D hBN
thickness: 4 nm; irradiation condition: Ta ions, 5 × 107 ions/cm2. (b) and (c) are the proportion of quantum emitters generated at the different
region of 2D hBN flakes irradiated by Ta and Ge ions, respectively. The pink and light blue histograms represent the quantum emitters at the edge
and middle of hBN flakes, respectively.

Figure 6. (a), (c), (e), and (g) are the experimental characterizations of a quantum emitter with a peak wavelength of 604 nm induced by Ta ions
with fluence of 1 × 108 ions/cm2. (b), (d), (f), and (h) are the experimental characterization of the quantum emitter (peak wavelength is 600 nm)
induced by Ge ions with fluence of 1 × 109 ions/cm2. (a) and (b) are the second-order correlation functions of the quantum emitters. The
excitation wavelength of the selected laser is 532 nm. (c) and (d) are the time traces of the PL spectra of quantum emitters. The excitation power is
7 mW and integration time is 1 s. (e) and (f) are the fluorescence saturation curves and corresponding theoretical fits of quantum emitters. The
saturation of PL was performed at room temperature with 473 nm continuous wave laser excitation. The excitation power is 7 mW. (g) and (h) are
the PL polarization properties of quantum emitters. The polarization of PL was performed at room temperature with 473 nm continuous wave laser
excitation. The excitation power is 7 mW and the integration time is 3 s. Solid red lines are fitting curves by a cos2(θ) function to obtain the degree
of polarization, and the integration time is 1 s.
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ions/cm2. The green circles represent the locations of quantum
emitters. It is clear to see that many quantum emitters locate in
the middle of the 2D hBN, proving that heavy ion irradiation is
a good method to create quantum emitters for heterogeneous
integration. Based on the statistical analysis, it is interesting to
note that the ion fluence can also affect the generation position
of the quantum emitters. Figure 5b,c shows the proportion of
quantum emitters appearing in the middle and edge regions of
the hBN irradiated by Ta and Ge ions, respectively. The green
histogram represents the section of quantum emitters in the
middle region, while the blue histogram represents the ones in
the edge region. For Ta ions, under the fluence of 5 × 107

ions/cm2, more than half of quantum emitters (58%) are
generated in the middle region of hBN flakes. When ion
fluence reaches 1 × 108 ions/cm2, the proportion of the middle
region decreases to 47%, then under the fluence of 1 × 109

ions/cm2, more than 80% of quantum emitters are generated at
the edge of hBN flakes. For Ge ions, the variation of the
proportion of quantum emitters in the middle region of hBN
as a function of ion fluence is similar to Ta ions. However, it
can be concluded from Figure 5 (b) and (c) that, compared
with Ge ions, Ta ions can generate more quantum emitters in
the middle region of hBN flakes, which is probably attributed
to the lower damage ability of Ge ions than that of Ta ions.
Overall, proper irradiated ion type, energy, and fluence can
create an appreciable quantity of quantum emitters in the
middle of hBN flakes, which is a significant advantage of the
heavy ion irradiation method.
After completing the statistical analysis of quantum emitters,

it is necessary to characterize the luminescence quality of the
quantum emitters generated by the heavy ion irradiation
method. First, it is necessary to prove that the point defects
generated by heavy ions in hBN are quantum emitters. To
demonstrate that the point defects produced by heavy-ion
irradiation are quantum emitters, we recorded second-order
correlation functions g(2)(τ) of defects. In addition, an ideal
quantum emitter should satisfy high luminescence stability, a
high degree of linear polarization, and large fluorescence
intensity.41 In this study, the quantum emitters in 2D hBN
with the peak wavelength of 600 nm induced by Ta and Ge
ions were selected for measuring g(2)(τ), stability, saturation,
and polarization analysis to characterize the quality of these
quantum emitters.
From Figure 6a, we can determine the dip of PL

coincidences, generated by Ta ions in hBN, at zero-delay is
well below 0.5 (g(2)(0) = 0.31), indicating that it is a quantum
emitter or a single-photon source. Figure 6b shows the second-
order correlation function of the point defect generated by Ge
ions in hBN, where the dip at zero-delay is also well below 0.5
(g(2)(0) = 0.42), indicating that it is also a quantum emitter.
We have confirmed that the low values of g(2)(0) can be well
reproduced on other emitters. The second-order correlation
value of the quantum emitters produced by Ta ions in hBN is
lower than that of the quantum emitters produced by Ge ions,
which indicates that the quantum emitters produced by Ta
ions have superior quantum performance.
Figure 6c shows the PL spectrum stability of a quantum

emitter with a peak wavelength of 604 nm, produced by Ta
ions under the fluences of 1 × 108 ions/cm2, and Figure 6d
shows the PL spectrum stability of a quantum emitter with a
peak wavelength of 600 nm, produced by Ge ions under the
ions fluences of 1 × 109 ions/cm2. The sustaining time was set
to be 100 s. It can be seen that the quantum emitters produced

by both Ta and Ge ions irradiation maintain stable
luminescence with almost no blinking and bleaching. However,
we also found out that heavy ion irradiation could produce
some unstable quantum emitters with photoblinking (the
unstable PL spectrum of the quantum emitter in Supporting
Information, S3), which is similar to the phenomenon reported
in other literature.25,30 The unstable luminescence should be
attributed to the existence of nonluminescent point defects
around the quantum emitters due to the randomness of heavy
ions irradiation. As reported in literature,40 there are multiple
defects are localized with a point defect. These nonluminescent
point defects can quench and scatter the nonequilibrium
carriers around quantum emitters and finally lead to luminous
blinking and bleaching.
Figure 6e,f shows the fluorescence saturation behaviors of

quantum emitters by measuring the PL intensity as the
function of excitation power. The red lines are the fitting
curves according to the formula49

=
+

+ +I
I P

P P
bP csat

sat (1)

here, Isat and Psat are the saturation fluorescence intensity and
saturation powers of the emitters, whereas b describes a
potential contribution due to linear background emission
stemming from the host material, and c is a constant, and its
value is the fluorescence intensity at 0 W.
For Ta ion irradiation, the fluorescence emission intensity

increases with the incident laser power, and basically, no
saturation is visible when the incident power is as high as 67
mW. However, the quantum emitter generated by Ge ions
reaches its maximum saturation brightness of 4.3 × 105

counts/s at about incident power of 3.5 mW. The different
fluorescence saturation behaviors may be mainly attributed to
the existence of nonluminescent point defects around the
quantum emitter produced by Ta ions.
Figure 6g,h is the typical emission polarization of quantum

emitters generated by Ge and Ta ions, suggesting that the
quantum emitter also emits linearly polarized light. As reported
in other literature,9,23,49−51 the polarization data are fitted with
the following formula:

θ θ= +I I cos ( )0
2

c (2)

where I0 is the maximum intensity and θc is the angle between
the initial polarization direction of light and the transmission
axis of the polarizer. The experimental results are in good
agreement with the fitted red curves.
The degree of polarization (DOP) of emission light is

calculated by the following formula:

=
−
+

I I
I I

DOP max min

max min (3)

Here, the Imax and Imin are the maximum fluorescence intensity
and the minimum fluorescence intensity, respectively. The
polarization degrees of quantum emitters produced by Ta and
Ge ions are 0.96 and 0.97, respectively, which are slightly
better than the values reported in other literature.49,52 The
high degree of polarization is extremely good for the
application of quantum emitters in quantum communications.
The photon wavelength of the quantum emitter is another

critical parameter for actual applications. The static statistical
distribution of PL peak wavelengths of the quantum emitters in
the hBN samples after Ta and Ge ions irradiation is shown in
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Figure 7. Figure 7a−d is the static statistical distributions of
peak wavelengths under Ta ion irradiation with three different

fluences and the total distribution, respectively. Figure 7e−h is
the static statistical distributions of peak wavelengths under Ge
ion irradiation with three different fluences and the total
distribution, respectively. For Ta ion irradiation, it is clear to
see that most of the peak wavelengths are distributed in the
range of 540−560 nm, and only a few emission wavelengths
are around 600 and 520 nm. However, for Ge ion irradiation,

the wavelengths straggling distribution in a large range of 560−
640 nm with a central wavelength around 600 nm. Based on
our data, it can be concluded that different irradiations lead to
different photon wavelengths of quantum emitters, and Ta ion
irradiation, rather than the Ge ion, is more suitable for the
production of high purity quantum emitters.
At present, defects that could act as quantum emitters in 2D

hBN have been reported by literature through the first
principles.14,26,31,32,53,54 However, as different calculation
methods were employed in the literature, their calculation
results are quite different. Tran et al.14 used the generalized
gradient approximation of Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)
to study the microphysical origin of the quantum emitters.
However, due to the limitation of the PBE method itself, the
calculated bandgap of hBN material was relatively small
compared to the experimental value,26,54 which made it
impossible to accurately determine the origin of the quantum
emitter. To obtain higher calculation accuracy, the spin-
polarized hybrid density functional method (HSE06) was
employed by Weston et al.55 However, the structure they used
was a few layers or a single layer of hBN.14,26,53−55 Due to the
thickness of the hBN flakes in our experiment is above a few
nanometers, which is not consistent with the few-layer hBN
structure, but is consistent with the bulk hBN structure. To get
a more accurate result of the origin of the quantum emitters
generated by heavy ions in hBN, we constructed the bulk
structure of hBN and employed the HSE06 calculation method
for first-principles calculations, which made our calculation
results more consistent with the experimental results. Highly
previous calculations of various defects in hBN were performed
by Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package in this work.22,56 In
the calculations, projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudo-
potentials were used to describe the electron−ion inter-
actions.39,57 And generalized gradient approximation was
employed as the exchange-correlation potential with the PBE
parametrization method.58,59 HSE06 were used to get the
accurate description of the electronic structures,32,60−62 and
the mixing parameter in HSE06 was set to 31%. The plane-

Figure 7. Statistic of the peak wavelength of quantum emitters in 2D
hBN irradiated by Ta and Ge ions under different fluences. (a), (b),
and (c) are the static statistics of the peak wavelength of the quantum
emitters produced by Ta ions at fluences of 5 × 107, 1 × 108, and 1 ×
109 ions/cm2. (d) Static statistics of the peak wavelength of all
quantum emitters produced by Ta ions. (e), (f), and (g) are the static
statistics of the peak wavelength of the quantum emitters produced by
Ge ions at fluences of 1 × 108, 1 × 109, and 1 × 1010 ions/cm2. (h)
Static statistics of the peak wavelength of all quantum emitters
produced by Ge ions.

Figure 8. (a) Simulated band structure of bulk hBN with HSE06 hybrid functional method. Structure of point defects in hBN samples and
corresponding band diagrams with defect energy levels: (b) VN, (c) Bi, and (d) VB. Black lines in the band gap represent the positions of the defect
energy levels referenced to the valence band maximum. Red up arrows and blue down arrows denote the spin up and spin down directions,
respectively. Red solid circles and blue hollow circles represent occupied and upoccupied defect energy levels by electrons, respectively.
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wave cutoff of 550 eV was used for all calculations. All the
geometries were optimized until the Hellman−Feymann Force
was less than 0.02 eV/Å.
As the 2D hBN flakes were mechanically exfoliated from

high-quality bulk hBN, there were almost no impurities in
them. Additionally, with high energies of heavy ions, nearly all
of them passed through the flakes during the irradiation
process, and a doping effect did not happen in the flakes.
According to the GENAT4 simulation, the defects caused by
the collision of heavy ions and hBN are all based on the
intrinsic defects of B and N atoms (see Supporting
Information, S4). Therefore, this calculation only considers
the intrinsic point defects in hBN. According to current
literature reports,14,26,53,63 these intrinsic point defects in hBN
that may become quantum emitters are selected, and first-
principles calculations are performed on them. Here, six kinds
of point defects and complex defects were considered. The
point defects were nitrogen-vacancy (VN), boron vacancy (VB),
boron antisite (BN), nitrogen antisite (NB), boron interstitial
(Bi), and nitrogen interstitial (Ni), as shown in Figure 8b and
Figure S3 in the Supporting Information. One of the complex
defects was composed of a nitrogen antisite and a nitrogen
vacancy nearest the nitrogen antisite, which was denoted as
NBVN, as shown in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information
(see Supporting Information, S5). Weston et al.55 considered
the different charge states of defects, and calculated the
conversion energy levels. However, this method can only
obtain the transition energy when the electron transitions
between the band edge and the defect energy level, and cannot
obtain the light emission when the electron transitions
between the defect energy level.55 Therefore, the luminous
energy of defects cannot be fully understood. In addition, the
physical origin of quantum emitters in hBN reported in the
literature is almost always the neutral state of the defect,14,26,53

which implies that the defects in the insulator-type hBN are
more likely to be a neutral state. Therefore, we only considered
the neutral state of the defect in the relevant calculations.
In the experiments, the thickness of the hBN flakes ranged

from 4 to 30 nm, so they had a band structure similar to that of
the bulk hBN. Therefore, a bulk hBN was used for the
calculations in this paper. The calculated lattice parameters of
bulk hBN were a = b = 2.515 Å, and c = 6.690 Å, which accord
with the experimental values (a = b = 2.50 Å and c = 6.66 Å).64

Band structure data calculated by the HSE06 method was dealt
by a flexible toolkit of qvasp,65 and a bandgap of 5.87 eV was
obtained, which is in agreement with the experimental value of
5.89 eV,66 as shown in Figure 8a. A 5 × 5 × 2 supercell with a
number of 200 atoms was used to construct the defective
structure. In the structure optimization, a Monkhorst−Pack
scheme with a 2 × 2 × 2 k-point mesh was used, while a 1 × 1
× 1 k-point mesh was employed in the electronic structure
calculations due to the large system of the supercell structure.
Band structures of VN, Bi, and VB are represented in Figure

8b−d. To find out the origin of the ZPLs of quantum emitters,
three factors have to be considered when analyzing the band
structures. The first one is that ZPLs can be generated by
electron transitions between defect energy level and band edge
and between defect energy levels.14 The second factor is that
when electrons jump between spin split energy levels, they
must have the same spin direction. The last factor is that
transition energy is not greater than 2.63 eV since the
excitation wavelength is 473 nm with an energy of 2.63 eV.

Figure 8b−d shows the positions of defect energy levels in
the band gap of the defective hBN structures, which are
referenced to the valence band maximum. According to the
above transition criteria, for VN point defect shown in Figure
8b, electrons occupied on the defect energy level of 3.52 eV
can be excited to the conduction band under laser illumination.
After that, photons with an energy of 2.35 eV will be generated
when these electrons transmit back from the conduction band,
as displayed in the band diagram in Figure 8b. These photons
are the origin of the peak around 540 nm of the PL spectra, as
observed in Figure 7.
As for the defect of Bi shown in Figure 8c, electrons

occupied on the defect energy level of 1.44 eV can be excited
to the unoccupied defect level of 3.76 eV under laser
illumination and then transmit back accompanied by release
of photons with an energy of 2.32 eV. These photons are also
responsibility for the peak around 540 nm of the PL spectra, as
observed in Figure 7. In addition, it is possible for the electrons
on the defect energy level of 3.76 eV to jump to the
conduction band by absorbing laser light. Then these electrons
will transmit back to the 3.76 eV defect level and release
photons with an energy of 2.11 eV, which corresponds to the
peak around 590 nm of the PL spectra, as observed in Figure 7.
As for the defect of VB shown in Figure 8d, all the defect

energy levels are empty. Electrons in the valence band can
absorb laser light and jump to the conduction band through
the defect energy levels of 1.35 and 3.92 eV, as illustrated in
the band diagram in Figure 8d. When the electrons transmit
from the conduction band to the defect level of 3.92 eV,
photons with an energy of 1.95 eV will be released. These
photons are the origin of the peak around 620 nm of the PL
spectra, as observed in Figure 7.
According to the results based on the first-principles

calculations, VN and Bi point defects are responsible for the
luminescence peak around 540−560 nm, and Bi and VB point
defects are the origin of the luminescence peak around 600
nm. For the other point defects and the complex defects
mentioned above, electron transitions (see S5 in Supporting
Information) between the defect energy level and band edge
and between the defect energy levels do not match with the
experimental results, so we do not show here. In summary,
heavy ions irradiation produced VN, VB, and Bi point defects
are quantum emitters in the hBN flakes.
In conclusion, high-energy Ta and Ge ions irradiations were

used as an effective method to generate high-quality quantum
emitters in the middle region of hBN flakes. Through the
analysis of the production efficiency of quantum emitters, we
found out that appropriate ion fluence and hBN thickness were
critical parameters for quantum emitter generation due to atom
displacement effect and layer interaction. The luminescence of
quantum emitters is nonclassical light. Moreover, quantum
emitters generated by heavy ions had good luminescence
stability, polarization degree, and saturation intensity, which
were extremely important for subsequent practical applications
of quantum emitters. The wavelength distribution analysis
pointed out that the Ta ion could create more purity quantum
emitters than the Ge ion. Based on our experimental data and
literature reports, we make a detailed comparison of the
property of quantum emitters generated irradiated particles in
hBN, such as Ta ions, Ge ions, Ga ions, neutron, and electron
(see Supporting Information, S6). At last, the first-principles
calculations were performed on the point defects in hBN, and
the calculation results suggested that the VN, VB, and Bi point
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defects were in good agreement with the experimental results.
Overall, as a feasible engineering method, Ta ion irradiation
with a higher energy than the Ge ion, is better to create high-
quality quantum emitters in 2D hBN flakes.
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